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ArtemiS suite Recorder 
ArtemiS suite Data Acquisition  
Module (Code 5004)
Recorder software of ArtemiS suite

Overview

The universal ArtemiS suite  Recorder is 
the advancement development of the 
well-known HEAD Recorder (included 
in ASM 04) for all measurement tasks.

The ArtemiS suite  Recorder offers new 
options and shows its innovative con-
cept especially by interacting with the 
Measurement Point Library. 

A particularly good example of this 
is the visual representation of the 
measurement chain elements and the 
inclusion of 3D grid models. 

After loading the Measurement Point 
Library, users simply drag-and-drop 
the sensor symbols onto the measure-
ment points of the grid model as well 
as onto the corresponding channels of 
the visualized frontend system to con-
nect them automatically. 

In addition, familiar and new features 
make complex processes even easier 
and more transparent. 

Measurement Setup

 y Connecting sensors, measurement 
objects (using measurement points), 
and the connectors of the frontend 
with each other

 y Visualizing measurement points 
(made with a Measurement Point 
Library) as a 3D grid model

 y Fast, semi-automatic alignment of 
the sensors using a 3D grid model

User Documentation

 y Using documentation, for example,  
for more effective reporting

Trigger functions 

 y Combining individually adjustable 
triggers (start, stop, pre, post, ...)

Online Monitor 

 y Clear online control of incoming 
signals 

 y 2D and 3D analyses, tachometers,  
single values, ...

Flow Control

 y (Automatic) control of recurring 
tasks without programming 
knowledge

Features

General

 y Task-oriented, clearly structured 
user interface

 y Visual representation of the 
measurement setup for intuitive and 
safe configuration via drag-and-
drop

 y Structured planning of the 
measurement setup and safe 
execution of measurements by 
means of  measurement points and 
grid models

 y Wizards, for example, to calibrate 
sensors automatically, to generate 
TEDS queries, and for auto range

Frontend Selection

 y Automatic detection of frontend 
systems supported by HEAD 
acoustics

 y Offline frontends to configure the 
measurement equipment virtually; 
the settings can be transferred to 
real measurement systems

Channel Configuration  

 y Defining and configuring the 
channels to be recorded

 y Using an individual Sensor Library 
for Channel Configuration 

Further tools  

 y Result Preview of selected channels

 y Calculation rules for generating 
new channels from existing 
channels (Calculated Channels)

 y Generating digital channels from 
analog signals (Softpulse Channels) 

 y Bargraph

 y Storing decoded CAN, CAN FD, 
FlexRay, and GPS channels (with 
ASM 09) as additional analog 
channels

 y Playback an excitation signal in 
order to record its effects on a test 
object

 y Task List for performing recordings 
easily and safely
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Frontend Selection  
The Frontend Selection automatically 
displays all connected frontends and 
modules as graphics.

For the (virtual) preparation of a 
measurement, Offline Frontends are 
available. Via drag-and-drop users 
select their measurement system. 
Even larger measurement systems 
with several hundred channels are 
quickly configured. The settings can be 
carried out virtually and, if necessary, 
transferred to the real measurement 
system. 

Recorder Configuration  
The Recorder Configuration 
is used to configure all data 
acquisition aspects. The task-
oriented, clearly structured 
Recorder Configuration can 
be conveniently controlled 
via icons. Each icon makes 
a selected aspect of the data 
acquisition available:

 y Channel Configuration

 y Measurement Setup

 y Documentation  
(User Documentation)

 y Trigger

 y Flow Control

 y Excitation 

 y Online Analysis

 y Task List 

In addition, tools such as Bargraph, 
etc., are available.

Channel Configuration  
In an overview the Channel Configu-
ration displays signal and pulse chan-
nels as well as coded channels (CAN 
FD, CAN, FlexRay, ...), and Calculated 
Channels including all relevant infor-
mation.

Intuitively users specify the channels 
to be recorded and configure them as 
needed. 

The Auto Range tool can be used to 
check signals and to adjust the optimal 
range automatically. Connected 
sensors are calibrated by the Sensor 
Calibration (AC/DC) wizard, which 
guides through the procedure 
quickly and safely. The TEDS function 
automatically queries all TEDS 
information.

The Sensor Calibration wizard offers the fast calibration of connected sensors. The channels are 
listed in tabular form and for every channel, the state is visualized. As soon as the calibration has 
been successfully completed, the determined calibration value and the percentage deviation from 
the previous calibration value are displayed.

The Channel Configuration shows on each tab the number of activated channels as well as all cor-
responding channels. The presentation can be adapted to individual needs. The sequence, in which 
columns are displayed, can be altered with drag-and-drop.

In order to configure the Frontend Selection, the Recorder Configuration, and the Measurement 
Setup even without currently available hardware, Qffline Frontends are available.



Using the Online Monitor, almost all of the display space can be used for interesting aspects of 
incoming signals.

Triggers can be combined with each other. If the „All“ option is selected, the conditions of all defined 
triggers must be met, with the option „Any“ at least one of the defined trigger conditions.

The sensor assignment via drag-and-drop to the respective measurement points and the connections 
of the frontend can be used for multi-channel sensors, too. Each individual sensor channel is con-
nected to the next connector. Sensors which are already connected to these connectors are discon-
nected thereby.

Measurement Setup
The Measurement Setup is used to 
connect sensors, connectors of the 
frontend, and measurement points 
quickly and safely with each other. 
The Measurement Setup visualizes all 
aspects in a common interface. This 
makes further processes transparent 
and intuitively practicable. 

Users drag the sensor symbols with 
the mouse to the respective frontend 
connectors and measurement points 
and thus connect them automatically. 
If necessary, the sensor alignment can 
still be adjusted individually. 

Apart from that, users are free to con-
figure a measurement setup without 
measurement points. But using mea-
surement points makes planning eas-
ier and avoids errors in performing the 
measurements.

User Documentation  
By means of User Documentation, 
measurements can be documented 
so that the saved information are 
available for reporting, for example.

Trigger
Triggers (signal, time, location, toler-
ance scheme, analysis value) are used 
to start and stop recordings automati-
cally.

Flow Control
The Flow Control can be used to remote 
control simple or complex program 
sequences – without programming 
knowledge.

Online Monitor 
The Online Monitor, including 2D and 
3D diagrams, Bargraph, tachometers, 
single-value display, etc., is used to 
control incoming signals visually. For 
example, the Point Map Diagram can 
be used to display analysis results as 
a function of two reference quantities.

Excitation 
 The Excitation tool allows to play back 
an excitation signal  (sinus, sweep, 
pseudo noise, ...), in order to record 
its effects on a test object.
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Task List 
The Task List enables users to config-
ure and to work through a list of re-
cordings to be created. 

Supporting tools

 y Measurement Point Library (ASM 00) 

Measurement points are created with 
the Measurement Point Library. With 
a few steps, users define each mea-
surement point precisely and provide 
it with coordinates. The result is a 3D 
grid model, available for use with the 
Measurement Setup.

 y Sensor Library (ASM 00)

The Sensor Library is used for sensor 
management. By means of a compre-
hensive database, users create their 
sensors quickly and conveniently. The 
information can be used seamlessly in 
the Measurement Setup. 

 y Decoder Project (ASM 09)

The Decoder Project allows it to de-
code CAN FD, CAN, OBD-2, and 
FlexRay values, as well as GPS data 
and pulse signals. The decoded infor-
mation are saved as additional chan-
nels. 
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Windows is a registered 
trademark of the Microsoft 
Corporation

Supported Frontends

 y HEADlab    
Multi-channel frontend system 
(2nd HEADlab generation as of 
ArtemiS suite 13.5)  

 y labHSU   
High-end 2-channel frontend

 y SQuadriga III   
Mobile measurement system for 
sound and vibration analysis

 y SQuadriga II    
Mobile recording and playback 
system 

 y SQobold     
Mobile 4-channel recording and 
playback system

 y HMS V/HMS IV/HMS III   
Artificial head measurement system

 y labCOMPACT12-V1/
labCOMPACT24-V1  
Compact HEADlab modules

 y DATaRec 4 series

 y BEQ II    
2-channel frontend 

 y SQuadriga    
4-channel frontend 

 y Digital sound cards

 y ASIO sound card   
(e.g., RME HSDP series)

Requirements 
 y ArtemiS suite Basic Framework  
(Code 5000)

Optional 
 y ArtemiS suite Decoder   
(Code 5009)
 - Manufacturer-specific DBC/

ARXML databases (CAN/FlexRay)

 y ArtemiS suite Basic Analysis   
(Code 5001)

 y ArtemiS suite MDM Recording 
(Code 5025)

 y Additional ArtemiS suite modules

 y For measurements with the 
 DATaRec 4 system, the Data 
 Acquisition Support for DATaRec 4 
Module ASM 28 (Code 5028) is 
required.

The Task List is particularly useful for the Standardized Test Project (with ASM 22), for example, when 
performing a series of tests according to a required quality standard, or for the fast and uncomplica-
ted execution of openMDM® measurement tasks (with ASM 25). 


